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Responses: 369 
 
Summary 
Four survey multiple-choice questions were asked, each of which additionally provided an opportunity to enter 
comments, although these were limited to 120 characters. A fifth “open” question, allowed for additional general 
comments, also with a limitation in length.   
 
Question one asked how membership envisioned the role/purpose of the juvenile practice committee (JPC). Among 
the responses, most felt that they wanted the JPC to keep membership updated about ATSA policies, papers, and 
resources; preparing and making available best practices materials and resources; disseminating the adolescent 
practice guidelines and keeping these updated and dynamic; and periodically pointing to significant articles 
addressing juvenile practice. With respect to question two, asking how the JPC can be of greatest value, the most 
common response was to notify membership about resources or matters that influence juvenile practice, and 
secondarily providing periodic updates about what the juvenile practice committee is up to.  
 
Question three asked how the JPC can best communicate with membership. Most responses suggested a website 
presence within the ATSA website and a regular spot in the Forum. Question four asked about frequency of JPC 
communication to membership in general, as a whole; the most common response was quarterly or more frequently if 
there is something specific to communicate. The final question, question five, was actually not a question at all, but 
instead provided an opportunity for thoughts or comments (limited in length), and provided a range of responses.  
 
A question-by-question overview of responses, including comments, follows. 
  
Question 1. How do you envision the role or purpose of the juvenile practice committee % # 

− Informing ATSA membership about ATSA policies, papers, resources, etc. ..................................... 87.8 ..... 324 

− Developing and making available new juvenile practice best practices materials and resources ..... 83.7 ..... 309 

− Updating the ATSA Adolescent Practice Guidelines over time .......................................................... 80.8 ..... 298 

− Disseminating the ATSA adolescent practice guidelines ................................................................... 67.5 ..... 249 

− Periodically reviewing newly published juvenile practice research articles ........................................ 66.1 ..... 244 

− Gathering and responding to feedback, comments, suggests, etc., from ATSA membership ........... 53.1 ..... 196 

− Building partnerships with external organizations .............................................................................. 48.2 ..... 178 

− No opinion/No response .................................................................................................................... 3.3 ....... 12  
 

 
Comments 

− Focus on informing others of policies and practices  

− Secondary goal of building relations with others 

− Inform ATSA members, in partnership with policy committee, of relevant policies impacting juveniles 
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− Ensuring additional focus on current trends for adolescent treatments with sexual misconduct overseas, 
including Canada and South America 

− Partnerships should not be built independent of knowledge of ATSA Executive Board  

− Provide balanced discussion about controversial issues in juvenile field: panel discussions, blog with 
varying/contrasting opinions 

− Establish advanced certification specific to treating juvenile offenders  

− Identifying and disseminating best practice/how to do it) workshops in a decentralized, traveling road-show 
type format 

− Assess relapse rates of juveniles based on other than criminal justice conviction and charges data 

− Gathering and interpreting new information and data  

− Promote CEU options focused on juvenile practice related to ATSA strategy/objectives  

− Polygraph testing is being effectively used with juveniles in many jurisdictions. Colorado now has 20+ years 
of data regarding its use 

− Advocating for evidence based evaluation and treatment of youth exhibiting sexual abusing behavior 

− Providing opportunities for advocacy 

− I am grateful for all the support and information provided to me directly from the ATSA juvenile committee 
 
Question 2. How can the juvenile practice committee be of most value to you % # 

− Notifying me about ATSA resources that shape or influence juvenile practice ....................... 80.8 .........298 

− Periodically updating me about the activities and goals of the juvenile practice committee ... 55.8 .........206 

− Responding to questions and comments regarding juvenile practice ..................................... 55.8 .........206 

− Providing a means by which to communicate directly with the juvenile practice committee ... 31.7 .........117 

− Juvenile practice committee “meet and greet” at annual ATSA conference ........................... 21.4 .........79 

− Providing a means by which to communicate directly with the ATSA Executive Board .......... 7.6 ...........28 

− No opinion/No response ......................................................................................................... 5.2 ...........19 
 

 
Comments 

− Webinars regarding updates, resources, etc.  

− I don't work with juveniles. I periodically check in to what is happening.  

− Meet and greet is a maybe  

− Summarizing the latest research for members  

− Try to get a broad perspective from as many practitioners as possible 

− Gathering information and having some way to access it and ask specific questions is important to me. 

− Promote evidence based practice  

− Please evaluate use of polygraph with juveniles where appropriate 
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How should the juvenile practice committee communicate with membership?

− Increasing public/professional awareness about juvenile sex offending and in particular the astonishingly 
low rates of recidivism 

− Informing us of relevant activities/research related to juvenile justice that are happening outside of ATSA 

− Publishing materials on best practices and potentially workbooks and therapy resources  

− Resources to educate local juvenile justice leaders concerning best practice 

− Connecting member providers with each other who specifically focus on best practice juvenile treatment 

− Develop short (fact sheets) informational resources for lay audiences  

− I utilize all the resources ATSA provides to shape and guide our practices 
 
Question 3. How should the juvenile practice committee communicate with membership % # 

− Through a dedicated page (or set of pages) on the ATSA website ............................................ 64.0 .......... 236 

− Through a regular “column” in the ATSA newsletter (The Forum) .............................................. 60.2 .......... 222 

− Through the ATSA listserv .......................................................................................................... 46.1 .......... 170 

− Through mass email to ATSA membership ................................................................................ 33.3 .......... 123 

− Individual email responses to enquiries, comments, feedback, etc., from ATSA members ........ 32.5 .......... 120 

− No opinion/No response ............................................................................................................. 3.8 ............ 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments 

− Webinars 

− An overview that is available for membership, plus responses to individuals as needed would help keep me 
informed 

− Maybe a separate lists web for juvenile information and conversation 

− Mass emails = waste of $ resources. Exception: significant change in a specific practice or ethical guideline 

− If what you have to say is important, then disseminate it as best you can to all those who want or need to 
hear it 

− Not the listserv as many are not on it  

− I am grateful for the personal responses that I receive to my questions  

− Through mass email to ATSA members who have identified as having practice specific to juveniles  
 
Question 4. How frequently should JPC communicate with membership as a whole % # 

− Only when there’s something specific to communicate ..................................................................... 36.9 ..... 136 

− Quarterly ............................................................................................................................................ 35.0 ..... 129 

− At least twice each year..................................................................................................................... 11.1 ..... 41 

− Monthly .............................................................................................................................................. 8.1 ....... 30 

− Regular communication is not needed .............................................................................................. 0.3 ....... 1  

− No opinion/No response ......................................................................................................................... 3.3 ....... 20 
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Comments 

− Quarterly; however, as needed if there is pertinent information or upcoming training or a specific issue 
demands immediate communication with ATSA members 

− Annually 

− A column in the Forum reduces need for other communication, and easier to choose to look at versus one 
more email 

− A combination; twice a year for general updates and something specific needs to be communicated 

− Bi-monthly  

− I think the best option would be to do a dedicated page. When updated an email should be sent out. 

− I would like monthly, but as every provider does not work with juveniles, quarterly might be more realistic 
 
Question 5. Other Thoughts or Comments 

− What can ATSA do to influence states that force juveniles to register  

− I would like more information on the committee's meet and greet at ATSA  

− Addressing/recommending best practices  

− Would like the focus on getting members doing what works, and does RNR apply to adolescents... that sort of 
thing 

− I look for the committee to assist in best practices; New and improved assessments tools  

− Educate practitioners to the state of EBTs with juveniles  

− Updated stats on positive treatment modalities 

− Would be great to maintain statistical information about the juvenile population for use in treatment and 
prevention efforts 

− Thank you for all you do 

− Include focus on prevention in research and resources, encourage prevention thinking is all juvenile practices 

− New assessments and research on assessments needed for the juvenile field and area's or topics such as this 
should be a focus of the committee 

− The Juvenile Practice Committee needs to reevaluate the importance of polygraph as a tool for the treatment 
of juveniles  

− Please consider a position paper for the proper use of polygraph with juveniles  

− I request reconsideration of the use of polygraphs with juveniles. I do not want to end my membership due to 
being against evidence based treatment & ethical standards 

− I really like the idea of a specific place for juvenile updates on the ATSA website!!  

− Thanks for forming this sub-committee!  

− This a great idea. Thanks for doing this  

− "On demand" access to research is needed. "Push" articles are great, but I often don't have time to read 
everything I receive. I want it when I need it!  

− It is helpful to read the ATSA list serve to read about similar experiences and questions as it relates to the 
evaluation and treatment of juveniles 

− Thank you for shaping best practice  

− Understanding the transitions of juvenile SO's to adult SO's such as what level they need to register if 
adjudicated and how laws differ  
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− I work with men who've offended as a juvenile and it is important that I stay on top of developments in this area 

− The committee must always recognize that recidivism research for JSOs is limited by no data after 18 

− This is such an expansive area as research is just now catching up with best practice 

− Residency restrictions, elimination of or limiting Stays of Adjudication, mandatory minimum sentencing, and 
harsher sentences need to be a primary focus of the committee 

− I do not work with adolescents. However, the information is important  

− I am very excited by the work the juvenile practice committee is doing 

− Increasing legislation on the community level is increasing juvenile conviction for sex crimes, lack 

− of prevention programs seem to foster these results  

− I would like to encourage this committee to clarify if they will also address sexual behavior problems with 
minors 12 year-old and younger 

− More humane and effective ways to deal with children with HSB  

− Just hoping that what is decided and disseminated is of value, as I worked with JSO since the 80's and much 
has changed, good and bad 

− I really appreciated the "meet and greet" at the national conference 

− Lay audiences, like lawyers, judges, law enforcement, legislators, supervising officers, victim advocates, la 

− Opportunities for research activities in the juvenile field 

− I am a juvenile probation officer working with adolescents with problematic sexual behaviors and interested in 
learning more about the committee and ways to get involved. 

 
 


